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Lesson 17:. EGYPTIAN NUMERATION'
z

This le-ssOn is intended. to help the children understand our
place va-16es in the decimal system of numeration and to make
a comparison.with an ancient system of numeration where
the numerals had no place value. The children should not
memorize the Egyptian system. The les-son should be omitted
for slow learners.'N

.
'The ancient Egyptian system was based on two principles

rePetikion and addition. It was a decimal system (system of
tens), bilt.was.primarily used for recording purposes and .

not for computation. The Egyptian had a set of basic syrii-
bOls, of which onl three are presenteTto the children:

/a vertical-stroke

a heel bone

a scroll

1
to represent ,1

represent 10

9 to reprent 100

Ten vertical strokes 'equaled one heet'bonel ten heel bones
equaled one scroll, etc. If theEgyptiarivished to write a

'numeral for one item, he drew one vertical 'stroke (I); for
two items, two vertical strokes (11)% Mr three items, three
vertical strokes (I I I); and so on, up to nine strokes for nine

,... 3,items dill 11 I I° I)

When the ancient Egyptian wished to write or?epresent ten,
he used one heel bone (n); for twenty, he used two heel bones
lnn>4 for thirty, three heel bones (nnn), etc. He did the same.
kind of repetition when writing scrolls for hundreds -- fOur
hundred would .be represented by four scrolls (9999). The four
scrolls would represent. 100 + 100 + 100 + 100.. The Egyptian .
number, 99 n I, would represent 200 + 10+-1 or 211.

You may wish to begin the lesson with a discussion of ancient
Egypt. If so, pictures.and--films would be helpful. A list of
books containing suitable pictures for display is included in
the materials list for this lesson.
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MATERIALS

pictutes of Egypt (optional)

Recommended scourges are:

Life Magazine April 1'968 issues

The River Nile by Bruce Brander, National Geographic
Society; Washington, *D. C. , 1966

Dictionary of Egyptian. Civilization by Georges Posener,
Tudor. Publishing Co. , New York. 1959

Thebes of the Pharaohs by Charles F. Nims. Stein and
-Day. New York. 1965

Life Iri the Ancient World by Bart Wines. Random House
1961, pp. 34-77.

The Golden Book of Lost Worlds by Janet Chenery. Golden
Press. New'York 1963, pp.

Worksheets 42, 43 and 44

PROCEDURE
ti

Tell your.class that Tor must have,spent some time at the
libtary reading books about number systems other than ours,
because he has mentioned some of the numerals used by the;
ancient Egyptians, If you have pictures or films about
ancient Egypt, show them to the children. Pictures of the
Sphinx, the Nile River, and of the wall paintings the ancient
Egyptians made would, be appropriate. Also show the chil-
.dren where Egypt is on a, map or globe, Say that Tor thought
the Egyptians must have been very interesting and he. would
like the children to hear about the Egyptian numerals.

Before starting the presentation of the Egyptian numerals, ask
the children whether any of them knows what our number sys:-
tern. is called. If no.child does, piovide the answer the .

Hindu-Arabic system.

Activity A

Explain to the children the meaning of the Egyptian symbols,
1, .11, and 9, i.e. , that they represent one, ten, and one
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hundred, respectively. Point out that'the Egyptians had nO
symbol to represent zero. Write 17 on the- chalk board. Call
on a child to come tb the dhalk board and write the Egyptian
numeral for 17:: 111111 .

Help the child write the. correct answer.- Continue the activity
by writing several examples on the chalk board and repeating
the same_ procedure. Use numerals such'as 6, 32, 84, 368, .

416, etc. Have the children practice writing these numerals
at theirldesks while the others are writing on the chalk board_ .
Help the children convPilete Worksheets 42, 43, ,and 44.

worksheet 42
Unit 16

1 =

Name

= 10

Mirte the following. in Egyptian numerals.

32

74

142

k'483

774

444

=

=

=

111

9-onn,I

9999 rronnr,nriii

7.--

=

a

999909 onnannn1111-11

9999nnnl 1 11

9= loo

\

Worksheet 43
Unit 16

C

= 1

Name

10, n

Write the following in our numerals.

.

100

9999999nnnliii 731-/

v.

%

99:-)9111

9999rnnnnrn 11j11 = y7.5.

".1.5- 5.
99(onnn11111

99

a.
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Worksheet 44
Unit 16 Name:

O.
Write the4;umt.5 in Egyptian, then change to our
numerals.

Example:

Z.

I I I 4' I

99111 + 91 = 999nPri1 I I

99r,n1 I = ,ZA-.1-

= 99999H 1 1 = .coit

99=11 I

t
"4 - '
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Activity B

Write on the chalk board:

Then ask:

462 = 999rinnnrini

o'
D

e-

HOW MANY DIGITS/ OR SEPARATE SYMBOISDID WE

HAVE TO USE TO WRITE 462 IN OUR SYSTEM? (3..)

HOW MANY IN THE EGYPTIAN SYSTEM? (12.)

WHICH IS EASIER TO USE? (Our system.)

Show the children that the tameral 462 may be written in any

order:' It can be written, for example as:.

9990nnnnnni .1 or ,nnn99nnn991

'Explain that this is because the Egyptian system use?only

the properties of adriition and repetition. It follows no

order and the numerals have no place value,.

If you wish, repeat with other examples, such as:

$

11

fY

962 and 99999999minnnni

101

P
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Lesson 18: ROMAN NUMERATION

A br4ef investigation into the *Roman numeration system
should enable a child to appreciate our decimal (base ten)"
system more. Roman numerals are still Used frequently
in our society. You can see them on clock faces, in books,:
on cornerstones, in motion picture' screen credits, in
English iheme'outlines, and so on. Little emphasis should
be placed on mastering the reading of Roman numerals --
the emphasis should be on comparing decimal numerals
with Roman numerals.. The children will see -that sthe Roman
system is more complex.

As with the,previous lesson", you may wish to show pictUres

that tell-the children something about the life of the ancient
Rornans. Three books containing, suitable pictures are listed
"in.t6e materials 'for this leisore.

MATERIALS

- pictures of ancient Rome (optional)

Recomm,endedsourcesare:

'Life in the Ancient World .by Bart Winer Random House,
Inc.; 1961,

Ancient Rome-by .Rdger Butterfield, Odyssey gress,
New*York, 1964.

The Fountains of Rome by H.V. :MortOn, MacMillan
:Company, New York, 1966.

- -0
Worksheets (W 46 and 47

PROCEDURE

yoU wish, tell the children thaI.Tor has now been reading

about the ancient Roman, numeration sys,tem 'and would like

the class to)ake..a.look at these numerals. AS an intro-
duction, "cuss briefly some of the history of ancient Rome,s
showing. pictures.of Caesar,,. the Colosseum, etc. Have the

children join in this discustiOn with' information ffom films
they have seen, too.

10'2
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Act Nity A , JJ

I

s r.

-..
Draw a large picture.,of a clock face on a piece of tagboard.
Use -Rorrian numerals to label it..

,
. *a

t,

HAS ANYONE EVER SEEN A CLOCK _FACE THAT LOOKS
`LIKETHIS.? WHERE?,

WHAT KIND OP___N_U_MERALS ARE THESE? (Roman.)
,

WHERE ELSE HAVE YOU SEEN THESE NUMERALS? (In bdoks,
on Litiffcling:S, etc . y

WHAT ARE THE DIGITS OR SYMBOLS THAT APPEARON THIS
CLOCK FACE? (I, V, X.)

LET'S SEE IP WE CAN FIGURE OUT WHAT THESE -SYMBOLS.
MEAN: MAYBE WE CAN COMPARE THIS CLOCK WITH OUR
REGULAR CLOCK.

,
Draw a picture of a regular clock, face and place it along side
of the Ronian numeral clock face.

103
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Have the children look.,
at Worksheet 45. ,Now,,
byone-to--oRe'corre-

'spbondenpe, compare the
symbols as

,'WHAT DOES THE I
ON THEROMAN
CLOCK REPRESENT?
(I..)

Draw a line frosm 1 to I.
-Write.the,I in the cor-
rect square.

WHAT DOES THE V
01\LTHE ROMAN -

CLOCK REPRESENT?
(5.)

Draw a line From 5 to V.
Write. the V in the cor-
rect square, *. t

V.

Worksheet 45
Unit 16 Name

Hindu-Arabic

Complete this chart.

Hindu-
.

Arabic

Roman

Hindu-
Arabic.

Roman

Roman .

1 2 3 I'4 . 5

t.
I .

II .. . I,
in IV it VT. ...

7
8' 9 /6 II II'

VII 41 IX x XI iZ.ii

WHAT DOES THE X ON THE ROMAN. CLOCK REPRESENT ?-

(10.,)', :

1
x.

Draw a line frOm 1,0 to.X. .Writethe X in the correct square.
-

kc

. Continue comparing the numerals on-the clock fad4.
Give the IV and the IX ,

-

CAN YOU EXPIAIN THE IV? abut, implied as one before..

CAN YOU EXPLAIN THE IX.? ,(Nine, implied as one before
ten.)

Have the children: ete Worksheet 45 by placing the cor-
respondingrespondinv mArnerals the,proper spaces. Renietnber to ex-
plain. the notation as you proceed; e.g. , XII Fr 10 + I + I = 12,
e.td.

94 o
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ContinUe by dr,a.Aing the symbols "L" and 1C" on yourchaik"k:-.*:
board. Explain thaf these symbols are Roman numerals whiCh
represent *50 and 100,- respectively. Ask the children to
identify orally WM, ix, CXX, IX, etc.

.
Then44-: have them-complete Worksheets 46 and 47.

,,
11t. fit; . N.) Me

rite' mr korzian puinerd Is for:

IT

1\5=

207 XX

. 50= L

65- LXV

.69= LXIX

90= Xe

100= C

200= cc

I

0

zn.

%Voikz-ilept 47. -
Unit 16 Name

xvrtte our nuiriera-h: !or:

= -7

XXII = as

4,
XIX= IF

ccxx= =2D-0.

Activity B

,Write 33 and XXXIII on the -chalk board.

HOW MANY DIGITS OR SYMBOLS FOR 33 DO` WE USEV
IN OUR SYSTEM? 2.)

HOW MANYIN THE ROMAN SYSTEM? (6.)

WHICH IS EASIER TORITE? (33; the Hinti-Artbic.)
4

DOES THE ROMAN NUMERAL HAVE PLACE VALUE? (No.)

A 1 5

a
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....
1- ,. ..

., . ,....
., . .,, ... ...... ., . . .. ..... . ..,_

,Explain that it...does hay.e tl:e. Property cif order', i.e. ,-100CILL
.mvst.be written exactly as At is., it cannot be written XXIVIs
The Rothan systeth, as 'the.Egyptiah syAtgm, SiofilgQpot,11,alie a;
syMboi for .z aro. : .1. 1..., *,

.;-.
t....' .1. .' $ 4..

A

7. . ft 0 , 0 ' . .0 4 "-e'
eRepeat Ni:. 4 c

.
.o.

6

4,

La so:
LV and 55

XXXVIII- and 38
\and 100-

pCXXXXIt and 233.

1

IS lug HINDU-ARABIC NUMERAL ALWAYS EASIER T.0 WRITE
THAN THE ROMAN: NUMERAL?

Not always:- see.1 and C examples above.
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Ii91A5URIN WEIGHT

A

- To' develop the idea that weight is a property that can be
used to describe and compare-objects.

7 To, ave the childreA discover that thereare-mOre precise
methods of measuring the property of weight than by heft-
ing

-
TO have the 6hildren construct anuse several devices
fOr measuring Weight-aricfrecord the results in different
ways. t ,- ..

- Toreview thp idea that &fraction is a part of something,
and to enlarge.the children's understanding of.The real d

numbec system by. using fractions on t'll'e number line; .\ . . "
i . . N ''''',

- To have the children the value of standard ''
units of measurement for the property of weight, as they

, did previously fort e 'property of length..
COMMENTARY..

In the seven lessons of this ection the children learn more
about measurement by ,stirdying the-property of weight. In
Lesson 19 they in4itie and orcrer gross,comp'arisons of *eight
by hefting Objects ..in.their hands. Then the children improve
their methods of measuring weight b constructing and using
balances (Lessons 20 and 21). Variati n in measurement is
emphasized in Lesson 22 when.the childr n, develop two
standard weight units to improve their.mea urements In
Lesson Z3 fractiong weig4t is related to the representation
of"numbers on the M. rnber line. 'In Lesson 24, the children
construct another yleighing device: Variation in weight inea-r
surement is demonstrated'again in Lesson 25, when results
obtalned by different children are'cornpared;

A -9-Lessons 22'and 2.5 should emphasize the fact that there is
variation in allmeasurementt. Variation is due, in part, to

_the inevitable errors which occur during the process of thee.;
suring. Iridependeht measurements of the same quantity will

10.1;
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,ilways differ, even though very v.Variation may also
the du.,to'clifferenr..:eS in samples. Objects which.ei-e seem-

, ingle4n,tical ere never really identical andlhig:fact also
results in differing measurements of the same.property. For
example, one cork may..lobk.' very much like another, but given
sufficiently sensitive balances, one could shove. That each.
cork differs :lightly in weight from' all the others. Thus each

--object in th'e.uni3erse-is'uniqae, as-we would find out if we
could 'measure prOPerties with sufficient precision. .

k
Inaccuracy and variationitre always involved in makidg
surements. By having the children "work with weDght, this
section o the unit begins to, illukratethesefunclainental
qualities, f the measuring process.

4

O

lob

.4^
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,..:. .: Lesson L'9.:- A NEW PROPERTY
Y. . .. . --.. ,

. This lesSo, Provides experience in ordering on the basis of a.

",'

-property ojher tharflength. ThejYrOperty of-Weight is rrilro-_
duced by :having gro.ups of "C-Iiieldfeti- otdbr-Obrects by-hefting- ---.-- -; .. i
thorn' inIneir hands to judge the relative weights. Then each
child is/given a set of Objects to order by hefting. He re--
cords his.findings .for this,set on Worksheet 48.i .

'?- ....

Activity A is intended to gi e the children an opportunity to- .

, - .\ -

use their observational and scriptive powers to consider a'
great many properties before f cusing on the property of
weight'. It is alsointended as review of re-cording with
syMbols. A segment of the 'Peg stAvy is provided below. You
inay,find it helpful in introciticing.the activities:-

Activity A give the children plenty o ractice irvesgord-
.

l'ing with symbols on the chalk board.befoe they do he work-
sheet in Activity B. Show them how the memb,ers'.of each
set are lepresented by lowercase letters sucti-' as a, b, c., .d,
and that capital W represents-the weight. Thus in ordering
the members of Set A by weight, a child should malm-this
symbolic. record:'

3

Set A (a, b, c)"

<
ba

Wb <w
W < Wca

\AT' <
b < W

. a ,,

e,

OM&

a 7- Ping -Pong -bail
b -,,ubber ball
c clay ball

The "greater than" symbol should
also-,.be used in the compaiisons.
'The result f6t Set Pq,

W >w
b

>

If you wart your class to review the concept of transitivity,-
this 'le s sorEprovides_a_good_opportunityl....

_ SimpIysLth
.children, "When W13 know that the weight of Ei is less thaii
the'weight of b, and that,the weight of b is lees than,the .

Weight of c, is it necessary to' Compare the weights of
and c directly?"

1.09 99



MATERIALS

Fur each.group of5 or children., provide one of the
Sets A-D. if you make" substitutions, keep in mind that the
three objects in a set should be shriller in size and shape,
butblf-§W:Rild-vary-conSidera ht.

Set A 0 Ping:-T'OrTgball-,--1-tubber.ball.. 1 ,ba11 of clay}

- Set B (1 brick, '1 .hard block,,. I soft block; or 1 hard
block, -1 soft block, I closed box of similar

.100

size, etc.} .

Set C( I irregular stone, I Papier-mache lump, 1,irregular
piece ofstyrofoarra

k

. Sftt D (3 covered paper cups or other'contairiers filled with -
materials of three different densities} Select from
such. as: soap pOwder., sand., sugar, Salt.,

corks, 'small blocks, 'counters,--etc.__;

-- for each child

set consisting of: {paper clip; crayon, leading book,
scissors}

- WorkSheet 48

Activity A

If you wish to continue'the story_of Tor at this point, use the
following or your own version of it.

-MORE-ABOUT TOR

"Miss johnsort," Tor said, "I'm very happy about what I have

learned about numbers and measuring with Your class. I liked

finding out about those ancient syStemsof nuineration, too'. And

the number line, the addition slide'rule; and the abaCus were all

very interesting. But I'm beginning to worry about two things."

"What things, Tdr?-"-M1-ss-Johnson-ask6d._
"Well, the first thing is that I think I have forgotten how to

use the 'greater than' and the !less than' symbols:"
, )

110



"Oh, .I'm sure the children will be willing Id review those for-
. .

you-, Tor; We could start by comparing some object's for the prop-,

erty of length..."

"That 'reMinds/me of my second worry;" Tor interrupted.

__!,!Don't_Earth People .ever talkabOut any propertybut length? I'm

really pretty tired o' measuring length. -TheremiiSt be many

other properties to consider..,..-. maybe size, shape, color...
..

* '4;7
The children-laughed. Tommy said, think We would all .

like to compare some'other properties for a change." Then he

picked up a Ping-Pong ball and bounced it. It bounced very' high.

"Next he picked up a rubber ball. It 'bounced high, too, .but not so

high as thelling-,Pong ball. Pinally, Tommy tried to bounde_a ball

of clay. It just went s-;p-1-a-t and stayed' on the.floor,

"What property was I'testing, Tor?" Tommy asked.

Tor shook his hea.-- 'I don't knoiv," 'he admitted.

Sally said, "Tommy was comparing thebOunciness of the

three balls, weren't you, Tommy? "

- "Say, that's more like it!" Tor said, "Now I'd like to.hear
my friendsn this class describe ana.compare the properties of a'
great many objects."

"We will do better than that for you, Tor," Miss Johnson

said. "The children will not only tell you'how.objects are alike

they will also tell you some of the ways they are different:"

"And, who knows? 'We may even find a very interesting new

property tON-meas.ure,...,1tTommy said.

"Oh, that Would be great!" Tor said.



1 O2

.

Miss Johnson theh brought out some 'set 6 of objects for the

class to de-scribe and compare. .Tor was so curious about the-ob-

jects that he leaned forward too far and nearly fell off his chair.

Anyone could see that he dould hardly wait for the lesson to start.

-- -

Place enough Sets A=1) around the room so that small groups
of children can handle the objects and discus S the properties.
Move from group to group; encouraging each groupto.discuss
similar as well as different properties, including size, shaper
color, softness.,etc. (This can be either a group .or a class
discus siorr.:),

Whether the children bring up the subject of weight
.
them-

selves, or notwask each group to determine how the Weights
of the objects compare by lifting (hefting) the objects in
their hands. When each,child haS had a'n opportunity to heft
at least one set of objects, have the class record the.com-
parisons, On the chalk board.

.
i
i. .

For a set of three Objects, the arethreebinary comparisons
which oari*be made and irecordedi

W. < W (weight of Ping--POng ball is less than,a b
. weight of rubber ball)

Wb < Wc (weight of rubber ball is less than'weight
of clay ball)

W
a

< Wc (weight of Ping-Pong ball is less than
weight of clay ball)

F"Guide the children-in recording the first set, but. let them re-
cord the remaining sets on the chalk board., When this is
done, ask the children to order each set: -

re

W ,< W < W
a -b

We

I
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Agkone Child from each group to record the ordering of their
set on the chalk board.. Question tlie-class about the reri-
tiye weights of the objects shown In the ordering. 116Eate
groups, so that different children may check the ordering of.
each kind of set.

Now, if yOu.wish to reviewor reinfcrOathe!_conCePt of transi-
tivity- , ask, the children whether it was necessary to compare
the weight of object a With the weight of object c t6 deter-,
thine the-order ol-weight of three objects in a given set.
From their experiences with measurement's of:length in first
grade, some children should be able to explain that when
they know that the weight of object a is less than the weight
of object.7b, and that the weight of b is less than that of c,
they'do not need to compare "a and c directly, bedauSe they
can predict that-the weight, of a will be the least and the
weight of ,c:the greateSt. .Therefore onl?.tivyo binary compar-
isons were really needed.

Activity. g

See that each child has a
paper clip, a crayon, a
reading book,-and scis-
sors on 'his desk. As.k
the ,class to turn, to Work-
sheet 48. .Explain how -

the symbols are used and
what the children are to-
do to complete this work-
sheet. Instruct the'chil-
dren to heft the objects
two.at a time and arrange.
them in order by weight
on their desks -- the

of least weight at the
left. Each child should
record the six binary corn-
parisons required by the
worksheet. .Then he
should order his data on
the last line.

e e

Worksheet 48
Unit 16 Name

symbol

W
a = Weight of the paper clip

lArb
Weight of,the book

W
c . = 'Weight of the scissois

W, = ,W,eightpf the crayon
u.

Compare the weight of your objects by picking up one
in each-hand. Then write the pi6per symbol :<, >,
or 11 in each blank.

W a t W
c W

b
> W

Wc' > W
d

w

W
a wd

ICompare the weights of all four obiects.
letters for the objects in 'the blanks.

w a < W d <

r-

Write the

1.13 103
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Again transitivity may be explored' by asking whether` it was
necessary to make all six-binary comparisons in order to fill
in the last line of-the worksheet: Some Of the children may
be able.to tell you that sometimes only three binary conipari;
sons will' actually -be needed to determine the order of weight
fOr.The*.foUr objects: . .

You may'wish to,donclude the lesSon by saying that you hope
Tor. likes the.new property. 'Weight z--`which the.children
have been comparing, and that in the next lessons they will-
be considering. some Ways, otherthan hefting, for comparing.
this property,

114
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Lesson 20: A. SEESAW

The idea that a beam balance is useful for"cOmparing the
weights of two objeCts is developed in this dessoh. Ih
Activity A the children are..challenged to find ajrnethod of

_comparing the weight of a 5-unit Minnebar with that of a N,
paPer--oup by means of a ruler balanced or. a pencil.

In KaTiVity1
t

3, seesaWis-Used to order all the children in a
set by weight. It may not be practical for you to include all
the children in the class in this set. l)-eterminehow many..

. -chilaren.yoli can Conveniently include in the seCasfter eading
the activity., If some children are sensitive about their
weight, due to obesity or ,extreme thinness, assign them to .

help you. with the equipment, keep the class in order, record;
data, etc. ..,

MATERIALS

for each child

- ruler
Minnebar

paper cup

for the class --7

seesaw & 6' x. 8" x 2" plank balanded on a bribk)
441

PROCEDURE

Activity A

See that each child has on his desk a pencil, ruler, 5 -unit
Minnebar and a paper oup,,, Challenge the children to dis-.
cover ways to use these objects to decide whether the Minne-
bar is heavier or lighter than the cup. Most Of the children.
will devise arm balances. Some may be equal-arm balances,
and some jnay be unequaL-arm balances, as shown in the
diagram on the next page.

115 105.
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"Balanoes

Uriequal=Arm* Equal-Arm

P-efrnit students. to use and observe their balances befote you
discuss the merits of one or the Other. Invite the,children to'

%show any method of comparing -qbjectS by weight which is
different from'the equal-arm balance method. Then.ask:

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AN' EQUAL -ARM
BALANCE AND AN UNEQUAL -ARM BALANCE? (The
pencil is centered beneath the ruler for the, equal-arm
type.)

Have -the -- children Use their balances to answer-the next two
questions:

HOW CAN YOU TELL WHICH OBJECrIS-HEAVIER THAN
ANOTHER IF YOU ARE COMPARING THEIR WEIGHT-WIT

..AN AQUA-QM BALANCE ?, (The -heavier object makes
its end of the ruler go down.)

.

. .

HOW CAN YOU TELL WHICT-1,. OF IWO OBJECTS IS HEAV-
IER WHEN' YOU ARE USING AN UNEQUAL-ARM` BALANCE?
(It is difficult, but you can Aell; at balance_ , the shorter
arm carries the greater weight.-)

\

Activity B

Select a, set of children to be weighed, Then ask the class
how,,you could arrange this, set' of children in Order according
to their weight. If they suggest lifting; say that thiswould
be too difficult for -you -- you want an easier method. If the
idea of using an equal-arm balance'does not come from the
class., ask if a seesaw 'Or. teeter- totter might be useful.
When this has been:AiscuSsed-,- use a'Seesaw (or the plank
and brick mentioned in the materials) to do the ordering.

c4.
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Several seesaws in the playground could be, used, if'they are
availaNe and if the children will remain fairly orderly under
a classmate's supervision.

As the first step in ordering the set of children by weight,
select one child as the standard and' sort children
into three subsets -- the children with more weight than the
standard, the .chtldren with less weight, and the Child-fah
with about the same weight.

er

If you Selected a very, large set of child,ren (or the `entire
class),' it will be necessary to select .a child in each subset_
as the standard for that. group,. and sort.the members of the
subset in the same way, until all the children have been ar-
ranged in order by weight:

kl
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Leaz.bn 21.: BUILDING ,A BEAMBALANOE

This lesson familiarizes the Children with the construction
and Use of a'e-imple beam balance, and makes them realize
the need for a standard unit of-weight. After using this beam
balance, the children see, the advantages it has over the

-, seesaw they- used in Lesson 20.

Small groups of .children Construct. the balances, then use
them. to compare the weight of two:objects orof Combinations
Of obje&s. It is 'essential that you construct a beam balance .

before class, using the instructions and.photographs.gii;en
the' lesson. This will help you select the tasks where the
children need'the most help, and will provide a:mOdel for
them to copy. Allow one full class period for4the children to
assemble their balances.

119
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MATERIALS

('assembled beam balance.

for each grOup

a

1 1 0

- I balance kit containing: 1- ruler, 2 paper cups, .1 washer,
12" piece of thread, cardboard triangle, 2 paper clips,
10" strip 9f masking tape, picture hook, 2 red slotted

(5 ") Tinkertoy rods, I blue' slotted (31) rod, I green
1

813,
slotted (7-9 rod, I purple slotted (10--1) rod, 6 round

Tinkertoy connectors .

redlubber balls
Ping-Pong balls

pericils
:

- scissors
- paper cups

corks

7 small 44"19rig
;t

N,

PROCEDURE : e

Actiyity.

Place. an aSsembledequal-arm balance on your desk, and
drop a bouPle of weights into the can. Let the children
take a minute or two to look at it, and tell them that they

vt are going to construct this balance and experiment with it;
,

1'

=Divide tl-ke class intogroups,of three or four and give one
balance

a
lilt to each group.. HaVe the children assemble ,their

balapces*while you give instructions, step by step. Draw
diagrams on the chalk board' and give help as needed.

.

1.2
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Step I. Assernbling the Tinkertovs,Stand

I. SOrew-a picture hook into one of holes' of a
..

picture 4
.

round connector'and put it aside. -
:

2. Assemble, the° base of the. stand, using, 5 round' con-, nectors, I.,blue rod; 2 red rods, and I greentod.
--(HaVe._the children look at the base of your model

aqd assemble, theirs in the. same way.1
blue

Ted- red'

F--- -green

J.

.3. Insert a purple red in the center connector of he..
base., Place the round connector with the picture
hook on the other end :of the piltiple rod.' Your :stand
assembly is now'complete.. -

4k.
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Step II. Assembling.the-Beam

,

I TakeYOur cardboard triangle and. measure up one
inch,-on, each side gom*the bottom. Draw a, line from
each of these pPints-to the top, of the center line.
Co,lonthis diamond- shaped area red. (You may have
to draw the, line's- for the, children yourself and.let
tliem do the coloring.) '4

.*
.Tiv Qf .,

Usina'rnaskinig tape on 15oth,front and backsides,
attach:the cardbo'ar'd triangle to"the' edge of the ruler
soAhat the .line on the triangle is centered at the
holein the iddle-of the tiller (ie ; line tip the,'
linebn-the angle at ;the 6'1 Kliark).

A

I .

3. UnbencLpaPei- clips to make two 1ooks and' insert
.

one in. each of thetholes near the ends of-the ruler.

4.

4 ,

4. Mount the balanbe arm on the stand by slipping the .
center hole of .tile ruler over the picture hook.'

4)
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Step III. Making The Bob

1. -.Cut a-piebe of thread or thin string about 12" long.
2. Zie, a washer to one end of the string.
3. Make a small loop at the other end of the string.
4. Slip the loop of the bqb assembly over the picture hook.

Step IV. Attaching the Cups a:Lc.' Adjusting the Balance

2

a.

Punch a small hole'under the rim WE each of the two.
cups and hang The cups on the paper-clip hooks
attached to the arrn.-4 (Be are fu 1 'to attach!
the Cup as shown in the diagratn; this lessens the
chances of the children scratchi,ng their hands orr
the hooks when they Rse the balanped,

). If your balance needs adjustment to,harig 'evenly,
take a piece of masking tape 1" long. 4/rove it'
around on the balance arm 'until balance is obtained.
Stick the tape on the back side of the balance arm
at this point. (You may need to give the children
considerable help with this.)- taw

H3
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Activity B
Letathech,ildren experiment with the beam balances. Have
them compare the weights of objects they compared in Les-
son 20 when using the ruler balance.- On the chalk -board, s

record some of these comparisons. If possible, use the data
to predict other relations of the weights of object,s (transi- .

tivity). Th'ese questions will help With the-discusSion:

WHICH OBJECT WEIGHS LESS THAN THE PENCIL?

WHICH OBJECT WEIGHS LESS THAN:THE PING-PONG
BALL?

WHICH OBJECT WEIGHS THE LEAST?

After the children have had time to experiment, ask them to
'discuss the advantages the beam balance has over the ruler
balance. The discussion should include questions that point
to the following advantages of the beam balaiice:

I. The cups are convenient for holding objects to be weighed.

2. It is,paSy to decide when the weights balance.

-.3. It is more reliable than the ruler balance because it can
be adjusted to balance evenly -- with tape, when not loaded.

a 4. The arms are equal in length.

5. It shows smallediffeiences in weight.
, .

NOTE: The assembled beam balances are also used in Les-
sons 22 and 25.

12'
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Lesson 22:- STANDARD WEIGHT AND VARIATION c

The desirability of using a standard unit of weight is intro-
. duced in this lejson. The idea is 'projected by having vari,-

ous groups of children determine the weight of similar rubber
balls by using.differetit objeCts as units of'weight.
dren will thenlexplore the reasons-stvhy their weight measure-
ments vary. An attempt Will be made to develop the idea of a.
two-unit weight standard.

MATERIAth''

-- for each _group

1 assembled beam balance from Lesson 9,1

rubbei ball ..

for-the various groups --
several Pin( -Pong balls (Group 1)

several pairs of scissors (Group 2)

4 paper cups (Group 3)

15.small-paper clips, .1" long (Group LI) a
5 large paper clips, 2" long (Gtoup 5)

15 corks (Group 6)

. -= for the class demonstration

I piece of chalk, about I" long,
I small rubber eraser, about I tong

-- for each child
Worksheet 49

PROCEDURE

'Activity k

Divide the class into six groups of children. See that each
group has an assembled beam balanc,e, a rubber ball, and one
set of the objects listed in the materials. Tell the children
they are going to carry on.an investigation to help the .class
decide on a standard unit of weight. The object to be
weighed is the rubber ball.

7.>
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Ask the children to weigh the ball with the beam balande,
using the set of similar objects they were given as units of 1/4
weight.. Record on your chalk board the diffQrent combina-
tions of weight that the different groups find. Remind the
children that they are doing an investigation for the class
and that they should observe' the advantageS and disadvan=
tages of the units of weight. they are using. Rotate yotir
objects so, that different groups will have the opportunity. to
weigh the ball using different objects as units of weight.
After the children have had time to investigate these units,
discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each weight
unit, i. e: not enough room in the\dup, takes too many
units, never quite balances, etc. After several of these
problems have been discussed, ask the children what can
be done to improve their units of 'Weight.

LET'S TAKE TWO NEW OBJECTS AND, WEIGH THEM USING
PAPER CUPS THE FIRST TIME, SMALL BAPER CLIPS THE
,SECOND TIME. ONE OF YOU WILL RECORD THE RESULTS
ON THE CHALK BOARD CHART.

Number of Number of
Objects Paper Cups Small Paper Chas

Chalk >t '0-1 (can't weigh) 5

Eraser 2-3 22

WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM THIS CHART ?' (We use
fewer cups than clips. A cup is too heavy to balance
a very light. object.)

WHAT UNITS OP WEIGHT DOES THE SCHOOL NURSE

USE TO WEIGH Y00? (Pounds and ounces.)

WHY DOES SHE USE TWO UNITS OF WEIGHT? (To

get closer to the actual weight.)

120
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Activity B

Divide the class into groups of three: Remind the.Cliildren that
they ,have found out that they can' weigh objects with one unit
but riot with another. Ask each group to usebeam balances to
compare the weighis of paper cups,, large paper clips, small
paper clips,- and corks. Then have the children turn to Work-
sheet 49 and fill in the upper half. This worksheet. should
help them discover some facts that will eventually assist them
in developirig,a two-unit standard of weight. Answers from
each group may vary considerably.

Instruct the children
that Tor our purposes, a
reading maybe taken on
the beam balance when
the red area is behind
the white thread. Tell
the children to start
their,investigations and
record their data on the
worksheet.

After a few minutes ask
a child to read the an-
swers on his worksheet.
You may ask:

DOES EVERYONE
AGREE? (No, read
more answers.)

Keep in mind that we
told the childten that a
reading is taken within
the red area. There-.

Worksheet 49
Unit 16 .:. Name

Use your beam balance, paper clips, corks, and cup
to help you complete the following.

I paper cup

I paper cup L-

I large paper clip

I large paper clip =

/0
16

3

small paper clips

cork stoppers

cork stoppers

_ small paper clips

* 1 paper cup = 3-1-1 °law paper clips

* I paper cup = 3 large paper clips +
small
paper
clips

fore, they can obtain'
the weight by reading
on either side of the center line. Have each group weigh one
paper cup using small-paper clips. For one paper cup, you
might get a reading of nine small paler clips or one of ten
small paper clips. After the children have finished setting
up their equipment have a team of three students read and re-
cord the weight of the cup for each beam balance, Record

12'7 H7'
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these weights on the ,chalk board. Ask the teams to explain
to the class why the measurements are different. (Different
sections of the red area were behind the center thread.)

Pick two teams to weigh a. piece of Chalk Using small paper
clips as the standard weight unit. The class will observe
the operation so that they can answer the following questions:.

-HOW MANY. STUDENTS OBSERVED THE SAME. READING
ON BOTH EQUAL -ARM BALANCES?

HOW, MANY HAD DIFFERENT READINGS?

Ask each group to look at the center thread from threepo.si-
tions. 'The first at the left of the thread, the second in-front
of .the, thread and the third at the right of the thread.' Spend
a few minutes talking about these questions:

WHY DO READINGS- VARY?

WOULD THE DIFFERENT READINGS BE CORRECT' FOR
OUR PURPOSES?

DO MOST MEASUREMENTS: VARY?

Discuss the idea that when a measurement is made several
times, we may obtain a. different answer each time because
of measuring error.

As a class activity, help the children complete the lower part
of Worksheet 49. (The items are starred because they are
difficult.) You may wish to discuss the fact that in the first
example, 3 large paper clips do. not weigh enough and 4
weigh too much, therefore, it iS.-difficultto measure the
weight with large paper clips.. Now, 3 large paper clips plus'

1 or 2 small clips is considerably closer the weight of
I paper cup, therefore, a 'better measurement.

12.8



Lesson 23: MEASURING CHILDREN'S WEIGHTS

In this lesson-the children are weighed on a bath or nurse's
scale. The ciiildren,should assist in weighing other chil-
dren, i reading the scale, and in recording the weights on
the chAlk board. from the data collected, the children make
whistogram, which graphically demonstrates the rariation.and
disaibution of their weights.

.
AS in Lesson 20, keep in mind that some children may be
sensitive about their weights. Let these children help with
the tasks of Weighing andieCOrding.

MATERIALS

bath or nurse's, scale for weighing the children

Worksheet 50

- overhead projector (optional)

PROCEDURE

ActiVity. -
Use a scale to weigh the children in your class. Ask a child
to record the weights on the chalk board. ThiS firSt record
should be a simple one -- just a list of the weights as they
are read, e..g:

43, 47, 39, 45,, etc....

Have the children weigh each other, too, so that they get
practice in-reading the scale.

Wherall the weightS are written on the chalk board, involve"
the children in a discussion of the data recorded there.' Ask
what the highest and lowest recorded weights are, etc.
(This information will be helpful when the children make the
histogram.)

129
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After the discussion, rewrite the weight data in such a way
that,all similar Weights are 'grouped together:

47, 47, 47

52, 52

43,

45, 45, 45, etc....
Ask the Children, to turn to Worksheet SO' and place it on their
desks so that one line is at the left and the other line is at
the bottom of the paper. Tell the child. -'n to think of the
bottom line as a number line where each space will repre-
sent a weight range Of three pounds. Have them look at the
lowest recorded weight on the chalk board and `start number-
ing the intervals with a value that i$ three pounds less than
;that:. Then they should fill in all the intervals, going to the
right along the bottom." ft.r example, if the lowest weight
recorded for any child is 33 pounds, mark the first space
under the number line as f011ows:

<I

30
-to
32

HISTOGRAM

I0

9

8

7

6

4

1

to to to to to to to to to to to to to to

WEIG IT IN POUNDS

0 0"Tr

CT 0'
0

O

0

160
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In this case the spaces below the number line would read
like this: . \.4

.%30 33 36 39. 42. 45 48 51 54 .5.7 60 63 66 6.9.4\
to to, to to to to to to to to to to to to
32 35 38 -41 44 47 50. 53 56 59 62 65- 68 .71

Demonstrate the procedure on the chalk boatd or overhead
projector. Then ask the children to 'isten carefully as you
read the list of weights from the Chalk board and to write
each number, as, you give it, in the first empty square
above the approptiate place on the number line.

When the children h.. e made all theit entries,' have them.
check the accuracy of their Work with. your Own histogram,
either projected or on the chalk board. Then:, show them how
to draw heavy lines to all the squares they have
filled-in:

/

HISTOGRAM

6
4

3

2

1

,

>

45.
I .

_ 47

-
.

.39 44 45
,

49

.
,.

37 40 ,' 43 46 48 52'<
30

302

33
to
35 -

36
to
38

39,.

to
41

42
to
44

45,
to
47

48
to
50

51
to
5 3 .

54
to
56

Discus' with the class the labeling of the horizontal and
vertical axes and why it is important. (It tells the number
of children in each weight group.) Ask the class to help
you decide on a title for the histogram.

Have the children study their histograms and try to answer
such questions as:

HOW MANY CHILDREN WEIGHED BETWEEN 39 AND 1.
41 POUNDS?

1.31 121
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HOW MANY 'MEMBERS ARE THERE IN THE SET OF
CHILDREN WEIGHING 48 TO 50 POUNDS?

Try to get the, class to.think about the variation in weights
that has been.obServed. Ask whether the children expected
that all in the_class would weigh the-saine. Ask about.
their heights and whether-there is a variation in height Simi-
lar to'that in weight. Mint out that there are no two things.
exactly alike in the-world, and that there are always some
differencesamong samples. Even things that look alike
have very slight differences. If.the lengths of two new un-.
sharpened pencils were measdred very carefully, the mea-

.
stirernents would be slightly different;

The fact that samples vary, and the impossibility of measur-
ing things exactly (as observed in the last lesson), are the
two main contributions to the children's understanding of
variation.

a
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Lesson 24:a ,CONSTRUCTING A RUBBER -BAND SCALE

In this leSson the class develops a new weighing device,
using the stand from 'the beam balance made in Lesson 21,
Working in groups, the children build, calibrate, a,nd use a
rubber -band scale to weigh various objects. The rubber band
(an elastic string) is the "spring" of the new weighing scale.

Calibrating is assigning to each point on a number tine
a valLie corresponding to a standard Unit of measurement.
In this lesson the units used for calibrating are paper cups
an'd the calibrating is done vertically from to'p to bottom,
When only' one paper cup is hanging from the rubber band,
the children notice where the pointer,is, make a mark, and
label that mark zero. AM they,add more cups, they make
other marks and numerals until they have marked units of
weight.frOm ze'r'o to

Be sure to construct
a rubber band scale
in a0ance,,so that
the children can
look at it while
building their own.
Follow the four
steps given in the
lesson. When
calibrating, notice,
that the marks will
be increasingly
farther apart, as
more cups are
added. This is to
be expected, as
the 'rubber string
stretches more as
the load increases.

133
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MATERIALS

o
-7 Worksheet

small pager . clips

for each group --

beam balance from Letson 21

a fewMinnebars, other objects from desks

,2" x strip of oak tag

large paper clip, 2" long;. I rubber or elastic string

8" green Tinkertoy rod, 34 " blue Tinkertoy rod, cylindri-
cal Tinkertoy connector

II paper cups

PROCEDURE

Activity

Ask a child to use the beam balance from Lesson 21 to weigh
.

some small paper clips, using paper cups as his Weight. ,

units. Make a record of several such measurements on:the
chalk board toreview the comparison syhtbo.is:- less than (<),
greater than (>), and appears tatbe the same as .(_.), for the
class, e.g:

A

Weight of 1 <
Weight of II Weight of 2

paper alp small clips ( paper cups

- . or, .

... Weight of 2 Weight of II Weight of I
paper..cups small clips paper cup

.

and it)

,1
Weight of I paper cup 4-- Weight of small

124

After, this review of the comparis,on symbols, say that Tor
wonders wh6ther all" weighing scales are like thebeam
ance just used. Ask the children to tell Tor about other
weighing scales they have seen. (Some children may have
noticed spring scales being used to Ikeigh produce; other
may tell about penny weighing machines; etd.)' Then hold up

an elastic string,andask the children whether they think this

13,0



elastic string could serve as the spring for.a new kind of
scale. Lei the children think about and discu's's this. Then
divide, the class into groups such that each has a 'beant bal-
ance from Lesson 21, and distribute the/.rest of the new
equipment.

Use the instructions inside
,
the four bOxes to help the Chil-

dren make their rubber-band scales. Draw on the chalk
board any diagAms that are.neCessary to clarify the process.
Also, remind the children that they may come "up and look at
the rubber-band scale- you have already made.

Iistructions for the rubber-band scale:

Step I. Take the large paper clip and bend one end up.
Oonnect,the clip to a paper cup by pushing the sane end of
the 0.0 through the wall of the paper cup just below the ,rim.
Tie the rubber band at point,A. Tie the other encrof the rub-
ber band to the blue rod.

$

When the children have done this, ask each g.roup to put a
Minnebar in the paper cup. Ask what happened when they
put the Minnebar in the cup. (The rubber band stretched and
the, cup went down.) Next ask whether this device is a good
scale for weighing. Discuss and/record suggestions given

.,by the children. .Give them a few minutes to experiment .
Tell them to raise and lower the blue rod e.''rid see what hap-
pens. Then ask:

IS THIS EQUIPMKT YOU CAN HOI,D IN YOUR HAND A
GOOD WEIGHING KALE? IS IT A POOR ONE? WHY
DO YOU THINK SO? HOW CAN WE IMPROVE IT?

135
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.The children may, suggest that the device they have made is
easy to carry around; that it has -no scale so that it is impos-,
Bible 'to tell how many units an object weighs; that it ought to
hang ft-cirri a stand, etc. Elicit as- many Suggestions es porgit
bie; then ask whether anyf this' information could help in
deVelopind'a new scale. After discussion, go on to tee-sec-
ond instruction for making the rubber-bartd

..

:Stet; 2. Remove the ruler with its two cups, etc. , from die
purpfe rod.of thebean balance: Place the, cylindrical con-

: nector on the purple rod, then place a 4rpen.rocf in.the stop
end of the cylinder. Next put the round connector on tei of
the green rod, so that later, whEdit iS wanted, the balance ..,
scale may be ,Put on the back of the stand again. Then put
the blue rod in the round connector so that 'it is located' on
the fr6nt Of the stqnci.

41 04 ir

Have the children.weigha few objects and ask which Object
weighed the most. Point out that iris difficult to remember
how far`the rubber tb nd stretched or'how far dopn the citp. .

moved. Then a§k

WIIACAN WE DO THAT WILL MAKE IT.. EASIER FOR US
TO REMEMBER WHAT 'THE DIFFERENT OBJECTS WEIGH?

After discussion, have the children proceed to the next step
of the gonStructicin. Give whatever hetlp is needed. '..

,
Step 3. Use masking tape to fasten the oak tag strip to the
Upright rod. Peace it soelhat the bottom of the oak tag rests
on the round connector at the bottom.

13d
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Discuss.with the children how they can make a scale,oh the
oak tag so that objects can pe weighed. Ask, whether paper
dups, could be used as standard weight units. Finally, ex-
plain that you want the childreii to calibrate'the rubber-band
.,scale with paper, cups as, the standard units of measurement.
Demonstrate what you mean by calibraling during the next
step of the constriction.

a

St6:p 4. Look at the turned -up end.of the large paper clip. .

This is the pointer. Places-a 'pencil beside the pointer and
make a mark on the oak tag. Label the mark 0.. Now
place another paper cup inside .the cup afthe bottom of the
rubber barld. Place the pencil beside the .paper-clip pointer
again and mark the oak tag at this new place. Label this
second mark .1 I. Continue adding a cup at a time to the

, other cups, making a new mark at each place where the
pointer stops until you have mark.s and numerals on the oak
tag from .0 through .10.'

During the calibrating, some hildren may notice that the
marks are not the same distahce apart. If they cannot
account for this, explain that the rubber band stretched more
as the load of paper cups irjcreased. ,

a I
4 :i4

When the new weighing' scales,areyeady, have the, children
select objects they would like tcrweigh and record the
weights on Worksheet 5 . Encouragett/e dhildren to experi:7
ment with many kinds

40

o objects' to discover that .not all.ob-
jeets can be weighed the rubber-band scale. filk the
children to put the beaim balance equipment on the back of
the rubber -band scale( and weigh some: objcts)on.befth the
seam balance &id the rubber-band scale. -

,, ,

1. 3
t ,
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Worksheet 51
Unit 16 .5 Name

Object Weight

1:111 in the bfanks with <, >, or =.

1. Weight of object A Weight of object B.

2. Weight of object C Weight of object D.

3. Weight of objectI; Weight of object A.

4. Weight of object D Weight of object B.

5. Weight of objects -V'eigfit of objects
A and B D and

Conclude the lesson by asking the children to discuss for Tor
the advantages and disadvantages`of the rubber-band scale:
Children, will probably respond by saying that it is convenient
to be able to read the weight directly from the scale. A few
may notice that the rubber band becomes stretched from con-
tinued use, so that the calibrations -ire of as accurate as
they were at first.

s'
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Lesson.25:' EXPERIMENTS WITH A BEAM BALANCE
, ts,
e

In:this lesson the children do experiments with their beam
balances to find out which factors .may or-may not affect the
weigt bf'various objects. They select questions from Work-
sheets 52 and 53, or othe'r questions of yours or of their own.
All queStiOns should require a simple experiment with the
beam balance. The children work in groups, each group
selecting a different, question and deciding on the procedure
to be used to answer the question.. Each experiment involves
weighing an object before and after its weight has, or has-
not, changed(With time, for example).

o

Begin the lesson with a demonstration that answers the ques,-
tion, "Will this birthday candle weigh more, less, or about
the same, if 1 burn it for a while'?:' Ffave the children. make
predictions and tell you 'haw to go about answering the ques-
tion. Ask them to suggest a standard weight for you to use
and to shoW y614, how to recoid the before-and-after weights,..
etc.

Some of the questions on the worksheets may not be practical.
for your class; finding substitute questions will afford the
children goo -Opportunities to devise experiments with what,:
ever materials are available.

MATERIALS

- Worksheets 52 and 53

birthday candle, matches

-- for each group --
beam balance

- small paper clips, long

- paper cups
one selection at,a time from the following materials (or
substitutes): ice cubes; cotton; water; apple; sand;
eggs; spring or elastic; clay; milk; pencil, chalk or
crayon; bar of soap

439
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PROCEDURE

Actijrity A

.

Suggest thai 'Tor has been very interested in the beam bal-
.

ances. He thinks that the children could have fun with the
balances if they used them to answer some of his many ques-
tions. Say that the first question he brought up was about a
candle: , '

TOR WANTS. TO KNOW IF BURNING A CANDLE WILL CAUSE
IT TO LOSE WEIGHT, GAIN WEIGHT, OR STAY AT THE
SAME WEIGHT. HOW CAN I ANSWER HIS QUESTION?

-.

Show abiAhday candle to the class and ask what you should
do to solve the problem, 'Help the class develop ideas for
the ekperiment.. As the following ideas arepresented, carry
them out for the children.

-1. Weigh the birthday candle, using small paper clips as the,
standard 'weight units. Record the weight on the chalk bbard.,

2: 'Ina sate place, light the candle with a match.
. . ,

3. Let thepanelle burn iintiit is about one inch 'shorter.
-- N

51. Weigh.thexandre.again. Record the hew weight.

If the children are interested, let them discuss why the can-.
die weighed lest- after burning than before. (The particles

. .changed form and passed into the air.)
> .

B .
.

Diyidethe.class into groups, each With -a beam balance.
Hakre each gr6up select a problem from Worksheets 52 or 53.
Instrubt the children to use either paper clips or paper cups
as their standard weight units. Assist the various groups in

_trying to develop methods for answering the'que'stions. ShoW
them where the equipment is that you have provided. Move
from group to group, giving suggestions that wikl help the
children'get started. Let each group perform seJieral experi-
ments.* Give as much help as is needed, but if you feel that .

some of ;the experiments will take WO long or are impractical
for your class, substitute others.
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After a group has finished an experiment, encourage the chil-
dren to discuss the results. 'Leave a few beam balances in a
convenient place for those experiments which require evapora-
tion over a number of days, etc.

Worksheet 52
'snit 16 Name

Tor wants to know

'N111 the weight of an ice cube change after it has
ne I red in \I ..W" 041 1.A.

Do two cupsof cotton weigh the same? (Haw
4 je` Cant! th mat ton.

3. Will stretching,a spring or rubber band change,its
weight' *;;.. Wei;;
t .1 ;$.:' A:1 :ci,Ate. S'tp,-..tch the

, r >r grter.
4. Will The Weight of a Piece of clay changeif we

divide it into smaller pieces* =oei.:41 the whet.,

in.?*, weir): le1 pieces.
" e .14 !:.74.. r.:;Zer Zin r t s, i,tti .2g4 n.)

5. Will the weight of a pencil, a crayon, or a piece
of chalk change,after.if is used?i z nez,,.,., , n. Use ern,1 cei,7h u:ain.)

6. Does a cup of wet sand weigh-more,than a cup of
dry sand" i4!.:%, 4 -.Ar

Worksheet

Ing
Unit 1fi Apt Name

Tor wants to know:

7. Will the weight of a bar of soap change after
using it? (Weigh a new bar of :pap, use c4nd weigh

again.)

a. Will an apple lose weight sitting-on the teacher's
desk? (Weigh an apple. Let it ii0for 4-5 dayk,
neigh again.)

9. Will the weight of a cup of water changvelf it is
allowed to sit in'th'e classroom for a few days?
Will covering the, cup r4ke,any difference?
(Weigh' two cups of water. Nver one and Let both
cups sit for 2-3 days. Weigh again.)

10, Will the weight of a cup of water change after
boiling the water? (Weigh the patsr. Boit for
10 minute*. Weigh again.)

11. Will a hard- boiled egg weigh more than a soft-
boiled eec? (Weigh-the eggs. Boil bee for 10 min-
utes, another for 2 minutes. Coat the boiled eggs
and weigh each of the eggs again. )

12. Will a carton of mil weigh the same after it
turns Sour? (Weigh t e carton f nilk before and
after -the 'lours.)
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SECTION 4 NEGATPJE NUMBER-

O

I 32

PlJg130E

-7 -To provide practice in directed movements, along the num-
bet line.

kr

To intrixhice negative integers.
r

COMMENTARY

The experiences gained in this section expand the usefulness
of the number line. In these two lessens direction of move-
ment, along the number line is considered in order to help
explain negatiVe numbers. The ,number line is shown as ex-
tending infinitely to the left as well as to the right.

11:2

4,
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Lesson .26: DIRECTIONS, ON THE NUMBER LINE

This lesson gives the children practice in directed motion
along a number-line. It prepares-for the introduction of nega-

:tive numbers in the next 'lesson;

MATERIALS '.
WorksheetS 54,and 55

PROCEDURE

Activity A

Suggest to the class that Tor has noticed that many measure-
ments -- including those of weight -- involve reading scales
of numbers that are like the number line. He has asked if
there are more ways of using the number line, and if there is
more he should know abOut numbers.,

_14

Draw a number line on the chalk board. (Remember to put ap.
arrow at each end of the, number line.) Label points from
0 to 16. Then mark an X at point 8. Ask Ihe children to
tell you at what point you will be if you stfrat X and move
3 spaces to the right. (11.) Record this move, on the board.
as:

Start at X and move 3

Explain that the arrow over the numeral shows the direction
of the Move.-

Start at X again, but'thig time move 5 to the left. Record .
000 this \on the board as:

+-
Start at X and move 5'

)

Ask a child to explain the symbolism. Go through several
more examples of moves to the right and moves to the' left,
but be- sure not to end up to thy: left Of 0.

When the children are familiar with the procedure, have them
complete Worksheet 54. Remind them that they can always
check their answers on the number line provided on the work-
sheet.
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Worksheet' 54
Unit 16 Name

Start at X. Write a numeral in the box to show where
you are after each move.

I X1 I 1

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9" 10 II

Move 4

+-
Move 3

<
Move 0

Move 2

Move 6

i0,

3

<-
Move 5

-Move

4 .
Move I

Move 5

<
Move 2

MO%

Activity B

Show the children that if they did many problems starting at
different points, the ,number lines would be full of X' s. Say
that'they can avoid this by writing the nUmbeis that indicate
where they start on a piece of paper. For example, if they
want,to start at 8, they ,could just. write 8. To 'show that
this is followed by 3 moves to the right, they could write
8 + 3. Demonstrate several exaipleson the chalkboard:

.8 + 4 (8 followed by . 4 moves to the right)

7 + 6 (7 followed'by 6 , moves to the left)

3 + 2 ( 3 followed by 2 'moves ..to the right)

Worksheet SS
Unit 16 Name

Write a,numeral in each box to show where you are
after the move shown.. Use theliumber line to help
you find the answer.

6 +

7+ 4g-

13

-->
0 + 1 t

6+40-

11.11 11 11 11 4

3,4 5 6 7'8 9 10' 11 12 13 4

10+

>

// 6 + 4
O

Ask the children to do Worksheet 55.
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Lesson 27 :. NEGATIVE INTEGERS

This` lesson introduces negative integers to 'the children by
extending the number line to the left of zero.

MATERIALS
4

desk number line (-15 to +. 25) for each child.

Worksheets 56, 57, and 58

PROCEDURE

Activity A

Draw a number line on the
chalk board. Label it from
(0 to 15; leaving some
spaCe to the left of 0.
Ask the children if a move
of 8 + 3 can be repre-
sented simply.by 8 + 3
aril if 4 + <6 ban be writ-
ten simply as 4 + 6.
(Yes.)

Now raise the question of
how We Could repr'esen't
6,-+ 3 If no child sug-
gests it, show the class
that 6 - 3 is the same as
6- + 3. Repeat with 7 = 2
for 7 + etc. .Work
several examples on the
chalk board number line,:

-* such as 8 - 7; 7 - 4,
6 - 2, 6 - 5.

'Workiheet 86
Unit 16 Name,

Use the number line to help you find the answers.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

5 + 2 = 7

6 + 3 = 9,

=

9 3.=

12 +. 2 =

0

P./

8 9 101112

2+ 9 --t

9 - 2 =

4 + 6 =

9 - 9 =

.12 - 5 *=

1.3 14 18

ff

/0

7

Now ask the children to give you another name for 6 - 3. (3.)

Have one child go to the chalk board and go through the steps
in ca pulating 6 - 3. Try this with 5 - 3;.4.- 3, 3. - 3. In
the la t case, showthe class that you arrive at 0 by moving
3 step to theAeft of 3. i

Have the.children complete Worksheet 56.
4.

145.
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Now do 2 - 3 at the chalk board. Try to move 3 spaceslo
the left of 2 on the number line.

WHAT CAN WE DO IN ORDER TO SHOW THIS MOVE?
(Mark Units on.the number line to the left Of 0.)

DO WE HAVE A NAME FOR THIS LOCATION ON THE NUM-
BER LINE? (Not yet.)

To find the name for this point ask how many units .to the
left of .0 it is. (1.) Explain that since We represent move-.
ment to the left witha..minus-sign, we call the point just
to the left of Ov "minus one" (-1). 'Label the point.

Show examples such as 2 -.4; 4. - 7, 9 - 13, and 6- II ,
.to generate names for the points -2, -3,, -4, and -5.

Explain that all the ,num-
hers to the left of zero
are designated with a
minus -sign and are.
called negative numbers.
Ask -how many negative

'numbers the children
think there are, and
whatever the number
suggested, ask what the
number to the left ofAt
would be. Explain that
there are just as many
negatiVe numbers as
there are positive num-
bers (numbers to the.
right of zero). ,Do more
examples with answers
thaiare negative num-
bers: 7 - 9, 7 - 20,
13 - t4, 21 - 30.

Have the children com-
plete Worksheet 57.

4

Worksheet,57
Unit 16 Name

Use the number line to help you find the answers.

<1,1 1 f I If f 1 1 ).>
-5 -4 -3' -2 '-1 0 1 2 3 4 5

1 - 6 = F571"4 - 6 =

3 =

0 - 3 =

2 - 5 =

4. - 7 =

.2-

-3

4 - =

1 - 0 =

5 - 7 =,

146
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Activity B

9

a

-o

c\I

For this activity the children
should have - IS to +25 num-
ber lines on their desks: ,

Have them. rotate the number
line Counter-Clockwise from

-a-horizontal position to a
vertical position. Be sure
that the positiVe numerals
are above 0 and the nega-
tive numerali:are below 0.

Explain to the children
that They now have a .num-
ber line like that on a

. thermometer. Very cold
temperatures, such as
those below zero, are
represehted by negative
numbers. For example,
14 below O. is written as
-14. Give the children
pralice in adding and
su tracting with -this 'ver-
tical number line. Point
out that 4 +. 2 means that
they must start at 4 and

ove uPward Iwo -units
( + 2 = 6) and 4 - 6
me ns they must start at:
4 an, move, downward 6
units (4 - 6 ,r-t -2 ). You

- may wi h to use problems
dealing ith temperature,
e.g:' 17 10 = 7, etc.

Worksheet 58
Utiit Name

Uge the vertical number line to help you fill.in the
boxes.
A

8

7

6

4

3

. 2

- 0
-1

-2
-3
- 1 - 2 =

- 5

--6
--7 -I+ 5 =

7 2 =.

8 - 1.0

V

S + 3 =

- 3 2 -

-3

6 - =

1 + s =

3 - 7 =

HaVe the chl dren cc pplete Worksheet 58.

1 4 '7
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Activity '0: Games b

1..' "Take a Trip"

Draw a large number line 9n the floor. .Mark off points
about 1.2 inches apart and label them from -1 ..5'"-to +15.

Divide the children into groups of five. One group will play
at a time. Label several 3" x 5" cards with" numerals from
-I to +3. The cards should be shuffled. Each member of
the group gets five. moves. He Ora*, five cards at random,
starts at zero and steps along the nurriber line as iridicated
by the numerals On hp cards, in the order in which .,h
drew them. The point where he is 'after the fifth move s
recorded. You can 'ds.cide'beforehand as to what rule w 11 4**

determine the winner -- high score, low score, _closest to
zero, etc. Each time the children, play,, vary the rules f8/
winning.

2. "Captain, .May I?" ti

.
Play this with a number line on the. floor. HOe the captain .
say the number of units and the direction of each
steps. Give all children a turn at being captain.

,

t 1

4
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SECTION 5
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TEACHINC-T41±0.USE OUR MONEY .(Lesson

This lesson introduces the relations among-the different.
'American Coins. It reinforpes the idea of grouping as the .

. basis of place-value notation. Pennies, nickels,. dimes,
and a quarter are considered. You may wish to include work
with half - dollars and dollars also, but this is optional.

When You use the parallel numgier'lines to show relations
arncingt,the Coins, do not try to develop any understanding of
the multiplicative relations Involved, ,This.is done in
U,nit 17,.Introducing.Multiplication and Division. Doinot
ask the children to me.ke parallel number lines of their own.

'teaching Tor is a helpful device for going over material'with
.wriich the, children may already be familiar, so a segment df

the*Tor story is.proVidedto introducethe lesson. Then,
since this ia the last lesSon of the unit, another segment' is
provided it the end; it deScribesTor's departUre for his horne.

MATERIALS
6P.,4

- .pennies, nidkels, dimes, ilbarterp,(halies ani dcalark
optional); or facsimiles from the coin sheet

- addition slide rules
- 'Worksheets 59, 6p and.6

PROCEDURE

Activity A

-TOR FINDS OUT ABOU'iMOgEY
.

Tommy reached into 'his pocket to pullout his handkerchief,
and a penny fell, to the floor. It made a tinkling sound, and Tor

- picked it up and looked at it curiously. "This seems to be. a piece
of Copper," he said, "but' it has a very interesting design, What
is ,it?

"It's money," Tommy said. "It's qdlled a pernY, Tor,"

149
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-

"What do y do with it? What 1-sit.lised for? ",;1Or asked.

" fdr buyi g thing s . "

VP.

"Buylir.?" TO as puzzled. "What does 'buying'-mean?"

'"We go to the -st re and ask 'the man there for a piece Of

candyor a balloon or an rthxrrg he,has that we want. He giVes us

the candy or balloon, or whatever we want, and we give him the

pe.nny; " Voinmy said. "W just exchange t e penny for what we

want."

"Ifi gave the man in the, store this p nay, ,could I'buy sr
big chair like theone yoii'are sitting on? "'Tor asked.

"Oh., no. That would cost dollars, not pennies.-"

"What are' dollars?

"Well, dollars are money tad, but theyuy more thati pen-
,

ies do.' mA dollar will buy as much as one hundred pennies

Could."

Miss Johnson spoke up. "Why don't we all help Tor find

out.hOw. our money system Vitil-ks? "

So the children told Tor that people worked and were paid

money, and that when .they deeded something, they could take

the money to the store andexchange ft for what they needed. The
.children explained that some thingscost just a penny or a few'

pennies, Vitt 'other thitgs cost many dollars.

a

Remind the childrei-i)that Tor is always interested in how
Earth People, write things down. Write penny" on the
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chalk board, and as if there is another Way-flat-Could be
written, You Shsul finally have on the chalk board the
follOwing: ,

e.

I penny I cent = 1.

i

Witi the*Ohildrents'help, deVeloP a list on the chalk board
.

.

met! od.of notation. 'Your list should include 5, I ,) and
wit as Many exainples as are needed to establish this

284. ,. .
..

.. . I I i 1- .1 I I I I

04 q4. 24. 34' 44 54 64

IF WE WANT TO SOLVE A PROBLEM ABOUT MONEY,
'DO WE NEED- THE CENTS SYMBOLS ON THE NUMBER

. ,

LINE? (No.) ,
/ Erase the cents symbols you just-wrote', /and fill in More
I numeralS ta emphasize that this is just like any other hurt-

/ ber line, even though you are representing pennies:
,

i
Activity- B

-- .
i

'4

For this activity use real coins or the priated coins provided
in thiS manual and in the Student Manuals.

T9R IS A VERY PRACTICAL FELLOW, ;AND HE WANTS T\
KNOW IF EARTH PEOPLE. GET TIRED CARRYING AROUND
SO MANY' PENNIES. WHAT SHALT, WE,TELL HIM?
(We have. other coins-worth more than perMies.)

Have:the children name all the denorhinations of money they
On. Then show them a nickel and ask hOw many pennies
Gould be exchanged for one nickel.. 'On they balk board
write:

I nickel = 5 pennies
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11Wte five.penniesin one hand and five pennies in the other,
and then lout them together. Using repeated addition, de-
velop the following table:

I nickel = 5 pennies =
.2 nickels = (5 + = 100= 10 pennies

= 15 = 15 pennies
+ 5) = 20c = 20 pennies
+ 5 + = 25 = 25 pennies

3 nickels = (5 + 5c +
4 nickels = (5 + 5c +
5 nickels (5 + 5 + 5

Near the top of the chalk board draw a number fine labeled::
to 25., At the left, label the line "pennies.!' Below this
line draw another line labeled "nickels." When`you'rriark
off the units, on this line, be sure that yoUr 0 is directly
under-the 0,on the pennies line and that -your I is directly
under the 5 on the,,first line, and §O on.

Ak..4-penni6s< lilt: i >
o 2. 3 ' 5 6 7 8 I 10 11 /2 /3 Pt g 9, 17 11 19 .2o ai ii 2.3 as.2.6 27.2/

nickels <

pennies
0 I .2 3 5" 6. 17 8 9 /0 9 12 13 Pt /5- /6 11 /3

nickels

.2 3 ,4
Show the Children a dime and.aak how many pennies it is
worth.. Develop. .e table for dime's in the same way you did
for nickels, continuing aslong as you consider hecessari,

Drew a number line below the first two, for dimes. Be sure
your I -point is direc y below the I 0- point on the penny
line and the 2-point o the nickel line.'

Show the children a quart =r and ask how many pennies it is
worth. Develop a table an then a number line as you did
for the other coins. ' Your nu erlined should how look like
this:

ar aa a; al a.5 .26 al .21 .2.?

4

dimeS <
o.

1

0

quarters <
Q
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1,Vprksheet 59
Unit 16 Name

Use your addition slide rule or the number line to
help you solve these problems,

17 pennies 1- 9 pennies = 026 pennies = a6 C

24 pennies + 4 pennies = .2-8. pennies = _02-3

63 pennies + 8 pennies = 7/ pennies =

f = 1/45

21'+ 9G =

90 4- = y7 c

10 + 44 =

32.+ IOp = ge2

1,

To illuttrate the interrelations among the
coins, draw dotted VertiCal lines as shown.
Point toa 5 on the first line and ask what
Coins could be used to represent the number
of cents. (5 pennies or/. I nickel..) Repeat
with 19, \I 5, etc: Continue until you thin)(
the Children are ready for WorksheetS 59,
60, and 61; and then- have the`worksheets
completed. Do not have the children do
the starred problems on WorksheetS 60: and
61 unless you have presented the necessary
class work.

After Completing the workSheets, if the chil-
dren wish to play with the printed coins in
their Student ManualS , have, them paste the
Sheet on apiece. of light cardbbard or con-
s r ction paper and then out out the coins.

Worksheet
Unit 16

60
Name

. Worksheet b
Unit 16 Name

10 = _ dimes = 22 _nickels = / O pennies
1 dinie I quarter. = 20 ,2 = 3,.9"-

20 = =2- dimes = V nickels = 20 pennies
2 nickels + 2 dimes = /0. + 0.2-0 p = .30

= dimes ./62: nickels = 6L-, pennies

4 pennies 4 1 quarter = 27/
a

'* = half dollars = .2 quarters = SP pennies

*100 = °2 half dollars: 4i/ quarters = /Oa pennies 3 pennies + 6 pennies = =

p+ /O = 60I5 = nickels = pennies *I half dollar + 1, dime

= 7 nickels = 5 pennies
*2 quarters + 3 nickels = + /5

45 =7 nickels = a.s5 pennies
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TOR SAYS GOODBYE

At the end of the lesson about coins, Miss Johnson noticed
0

that Tor wanted to say something. He was waving his hand around
in the air for her attention.

"What is it, Tor?" she asked. "Do you want the children to
explain more aboutour mOney?"

"No," Tor said, "What I want to say is that I have to go
back to Titan now -- at least for a while' -- and I have to say
goodbye. Thank you all for teaching me so much."

Tommy thought he saw tears in Tor's eyes. "Don't go, T r,
he said, we can still teach you about many, many more things.'

41

Then the children all gathered around Tor, begging him not
to leave. Sally said, We ,like you so much, Tor!" and Joe aid,
"It's so much fun learnirig with you," and John said., "Why o you
have to go, anyway ?"

11

Tor said, "I have to go now, while still have enough food
and other.suppliet left for my journey. I have never learned to eat
your foOd, yo'u knoW; even thOugh I have tiled."

"Tor's right," Mary aid, The can't even eat cookies. They
don't agtee with hith at all."

The children groaned. It: seemed very .sad that their friend
could not eat CoOkries.

Mdss Johnson said, "We. want-to thank you, Tor, for coming
to visit us.. It has been a great pleasure to have you here. We
appreciate it so much that we certainly will not try to make you

stay when we ,understand why you have to go home."
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Tommy said, "Tor, how soon do you have to leave?"

"It will take me a little while to check my space ship," Tor

said', "but then I must take off. "

"Well, check your ship and then come baok.-- at least for

a minute," Tommy -said.

While Tor was checking this ship, inside and ut, the chil-

dren and Miss Johnson were feverithly planning hOw they should

say goodbye to-their little friend.
r

"I'm going to draw a picture for him, "Sally said; and she

gOt busy with her crayons.

"I'm going to give Tor my shiny penny," TomMy said.

" Let's put whatever we can giye Tor on thedisplay table,

Joe said, "and let him, take hiS pick."
: .

"And when he leaves we will sing 'Happy Journey' to him',"

Eddie said.

"I never heard of that song," Jack said, "How does it go?"

"Its just like 'Happy Birthday,' only you sing, 'Happy

Journey, dear Tor! instead."
,-

" Good idea.!" Jack said, and the other children agreed.

es When Tor returned, the children were all4 affirm for him.

Tommy showed Tor the presents on the disiala table. "You can.

have whatever you want to take back to Tita with you," ToMmy

explained. "Some of the children drew pictures for you; others

gave 'small things they thought your friends on Titan might like to
I.

see. We glow you don't have space for anything very large."
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Tor's eyes shone as he lodked a the gifts. "Pictures," he
exclaimed happily, "and pencils.! Pape clips" Crayons ! Chalk!
A shiny penny! Oh, what a wonderful selection! What fun I will.
have showing these things back home! lyly friends on. Titan have
never seen anything like them!"

. .

"You will need this box to put youl. resents_in," sally said,
as she gavelim an empty carton.

"My, you think of everything!" Tors id. Then he began t
pack the box. The children clustered around, watching. Tor

mired each picture before he pladed it in the bottom .of the
tt)

NeXt, he carefully placed all the small gifts On top of the pictures.
Then, much to everyone's surprise, Tor put in\ an additigfi slide
rule, an abacus,'and even a beef balance that juSth pened to be
be left on the display table.

Tor said, "Thank you" again and again and the children
said, "Hutry back, Tor!," "DOn't forget us, Tor!" .and
hello to your friends on Titan!"

When .everything was packed, Tor piCked up the box and

went to the window. The children followed, .singing the- Happy

Journey song. They watched and sang as Tor sprayed himself out
\z'to his space ship. They waited at the window while he put the

box inside the ship., Then .he came,outonce more, \and stood on

the ladder to wave goodbie`.. ,

/f"
t:,/erydne waved back, and shouted "Goodbye" and "GOod

luck." 'And everyone watched as the little space shi 0 took off.
. .,,, They watchq and watched until the ship was only. a ttle speck

in the sky. 'Finally, when they could not even see th speck any-
r-

more, Mary said, "Miss Johnson, did you expect Tor to take the.
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abacus, the slide rule and the beam balance?"

VNo, they just happened to be left there on the table. it Miss

Johnson blushed. The children smiled, enjoying the joke.

Then. Sammy said, "I'm glad you left, them there. I think it .
re'

was lucky, because anyone could see that Tor really wanted:them."'

"I'm glad, too,' Miss Johnson said. ."I think Tot will make

good use of them."

Tommy said, "Miss Johnson, do you think Tor will come back

back to visit us again?"

"I don't`know, Tommy. He seems to have a very fast and,

efficient space ship, but he never could explain how if was made

or how long it took him to get here. ".

"I hope he does come back sometime, " Sally said. "It was

"fun explaining things to him."

Tommy said, "Well, who knows? Maybe some day we will

. have such a good space ship that we can go and, visit him."

Some of the children laughed, but Sammy said, "That just

might be possible,. you know." His remark seemed to brighten

every face in-the room.

U
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